Received of Joshua Harding One Thousand Dollars in full for Sale of my one Sixteenth part of said James Martin.
Providence April 5th, 1866
A. B. Pipe by J.H. Pipe

Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for Sale of my one Fourth part of said James Martin.
Providence April 5th, 1866
Alm. Brown

Received of Joshua Harding one thousand dollars in full for Sale of my one Sixteenth part of said James Martin.
Providence April 5th, 1866
Ha. F. Griffin

Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for Sale of one Sixty-fourth part of said James Martin.
Providence April 5th, 1866
John A. Wood
By Ha. F. Griffin his Attorney

Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for my one Sixty-fourth part of said James Martin.
Providence April 5th, 1866
James Eddy
By Ha. F. Griffin his Attorney

Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for my one Sixty-fourth part of said James Martin.
Providence April 5th, 1866
A. B. Miller by F. Gibbs
attorney
Received of Joshua Harding one Thousand Dollars in full for sale of my one sixteenth part of Ich James Martin
Providence April 5, 1866
Clarissa Hall

Received from Joshua Harding five hundred Dollars in full for sale of my one thirty-second part of Ich James Martin
Providence April 5, 1866
Rev. Estate Abraham Koschee Hall, Executor

Received from Joshua Harding five hundred Dollars in full for sale of my one thirty-second part of Ich James Martin
Providence April 5, 1866

for Estate of Abra Hall
C. Boise Hall, Executor

B. B.
Received of Joshua Harding One Thousand Dollars in full for Sale of my one sixteenth part of Sch James Martin

Providence April 5th 1866

A. B. Pope by T. H Pope 
Received of Joshua Harding two hun[ torn] fifty Dollars in full for Sale of my o[ torn] fourth part of Sch James Martin

Providence April 5th 1866

Wm Burroughs
Received of Joshua Harding one thousand dollars in full for Sale of my one Sixteenth part of Schr James Martin

Providence April 5th 1866

Tho’s J Griffin
Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for Sale of one Sixty fourth part of Schr James Martin

Providence April 5th 1866

John A Sood

By Tho’s J Griffin his Attorney
Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for my one Sixty fourth part of Schr James Martin

Providence April 5the 1866

James Eddy

By Tho’s J Griffin his attorney
Received of Joshua Harding two hundred and fifty dollars in full for sale of my one Sixty fourth part of Schr James Martin

Providence April 5th 1866

A R Milking

By J C Gibbs attorney
Received of Joshua Harding one thousand Dollars in full for sale of my one Sixteenth Part of Sch James Martin

Prov. Apr 5/66

Clarissa Hall
Received from Joshua Harding five hundred dollars in full for Sale of my one thirty second part of Sch James Martin

Providence April 5/66

Jacob Silloway
Received from Joshua Harding five hundred dollars in full for sale of my one thirty second part of Sch James Martin

Providence April 5 – 1866

For Estate Ahira Hall

Roscoe Hall Executor
Received from Joshua Harding five hundred dollars in full for Sale of my one thirty second part of Sch James Martin

Providence April 5 / 1866

for Estate of Ahira Hall

Roscoe Hall Executor